RESOLUTION NO. 2019-322

RESOLUTION GRANTING BRENTECH BIO RENEWABLE ENERGY AND NATURAL TECHNOLOGIES A PERMIT TO CONDUCT A TEST RUN OF ITS TWO (2) UNITS STAR8 GREEN JEEPNEY IN THE CITY OF NAGA, SUBJECT TO CERTAIN TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

Sponsor: Hon. Salvador M. del Castillo

WHEREAS, received by the Sangguniang Panlungsod for appropriate action is the letter dated August 5, 2019 of Ms. Peñafrancia C. Amoroso, Owner, Bio Renewable Energy and Natural Technologies, seeking approval to test run its Star8 Green Jeepney and initiate the “Libreng E-Sakay sa Naga”;

WHEREAS, finding this request for test run to be in order and considering that this Green E-Jeepney is in consonance with the government’s thrust towards PUV Modernization Program for safer, sustainable and environment-friendly transportation system;

NOW, THEREFORE, on motion of Hon. Salvador M. del Castillo, seconded by Hon. Mila S.D. Raquid-Arroyo and Hon. Jessie R. Albeus;

BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved, to grant BRENTECH Bio Renewable Energy and Natural Technologies a permit to conduct a test run of its two (2) units Star8 Green Jeepney in the City of Naga, subject to certain terms and conditions:

1. The conduct of the test run of two (2) units Star8 Green Jeepney shall be for the period of one (1) month that shall commence from approval of this resolution;

2. One (1) unit of Star8 Green Jeepney shall ply the route: Vista Mall to pass St. James Subdivision to Robinson’s Place via Almeda Highway, SM City-Naga to LCC-Sabang and vice versa;

3. Another one (1) unit, if available, shall ply the upper Barangays of Carolina, Panicuason, Yabo-San Isidro, Cararayan and vice versa.

LET COPIES of this resolution be furnished His Honor, the City Mayor for his concurrence, Ms. Peñafrancia C. Amoroso, Owner, BRENTECH Bio Renewable Energy and Natural Technologies, the Public Safety Office and the Naga City Police Office for information and guidance.

APPROVED.
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WE HEREBY CERTIFY to the correctness of the foregoing resolution.

GIL A. DE LA TORRE
Secretary to the
Sangguniang Panlungsod

GHIEL S. ROSALES
City Councilor &
Acting Presiding Officer

CONCURRED:

NELSON S. LEGACION
City Mayor